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New York terror victims and relief agencies need us now!

Yes - we do have friends all over the world. Within a few
hours of the terrible attacks on thousands of innocent
civilians in New York City and the Pentagon, we received
this message from a business partner in India:

A view from Alcatraz for those who really deserve it
Heal thyself is the operative word here
Your own satellite images, courtesy of NASA
Watch and chat with your favorite fashion designers
Visit the virtual Titanic, created by CyberFlix
The beauty of sunrise and sunset, from the NOAA’s library
Silent movies of Chaplin and the other stars of his time
Find the next webcast of a solar eclipse to watch

“We are deeply concerned with the tragic happenings in
the US. Our thoughts are with the people of America and
their families.
We the people of India send our heartfelt condolences to
those families who have lost their near and dear ones. We
wish all those injured a fast and stable recovery to take
America to further progress and prosperity.
For and on behalf of our entire team,

our fall special
We have an engaging new addition to our roster of titles:

The Dirty Seven: Ladies Beware!
The Dirty Seven are the men, who because of their
underlying "me-ism," are dead-ends as mates. Its author,
June Marshall, notes that many men are great mates,
and that the book is not about male-bashing. It is about
character traits that are impossible to live with, why they
are impossible, and what to do about them. She will
follow it with The Dirty Seven Sisters: Men Beware!, which
depicts the types of females to avoid if a man wants a
loving mate, because lots of women are no angels either!
Here are just a few testimonials to date:
“Written with great insight and humor in an easy
conversational style that propels you through the book.
I couldn't put it down.”

Kumar Parameswaran
Senior Executive-International Marketing”
A deluge of e-mail carrying, in essence, the same message
has also reached our clients and suppliers.
In our little corner of the physical and Internet worlds we
mourn, pray and work even more diligently, so we can
also contribute more to the relief and reconstruction
efforts under way.
Thank you all for standing by us.
Steven Kingsley
Your editor

in the entertainment corner now
showing the multimedia capabilities available to you

Edith Eustace, Founder of Poets Wednesday
“As I read about these seven highly inappropriate matetypes, I imagined that this is the book Steven Covey
might write if he were Roseanne Barr.”
Douglas Bush, DMD, Chester, NJ
To see and hear for yourself, you can download the eBook
Digest edition and the title song FREE - a few clicks from
our main page will get them for you!

This clip is in QuickTime format. Download the player, or
its latest version free from Apple here, if it isn’t on your
computer yet. Use the best technology today.

questions, comments or suggestions?
send them all, to our editor@newmediapublishing.com
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